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THURSDAY, MARCH 2
introduction  9:00–9:30 am

Opening remarks by Gil Stein, Director of the Oriental Institute
Introduction by Ilona Zsolnay
1  experiencing text  9:30–11:50
Claudia Brittenham
David Stuart

am

“Text in Context: Hierarchies of Relief
in Maya Sculptural Inscriptions”
“Intersections of Text, Image and
Object in Ancient Maya Art”
BREAK (10:30–10:50 am )

“The Iconicity of the Vertical in
Egyptian Cosmological (Con-)Texts”
“Contacts between Scripts in Bronze
Age Asia Minor”

Joshua Roberson
Elisabeth Rieken &
Ilya Yakubovich

LUNCH (12:00–1:30 pm )

2  form & meaning  1:30–3:00 pm
Christopher Woods
Gebhard J. Selz

Andréas Stauder

BREAK (3:00–3:20 pm )

Orly Goldwasser
Zev Handel
Guolong Lai

pm

“Animal Classification in the Ancient
Near East”
“The Cognitive Role of Semantic
Classifiers in Modern Chinese Writing
as Reflected in Neogram Creation”
“Reexamining the Roles of the So-called
Semantic Classifiers in the Warring
States Chu Script”
reception  5:00–6:00 pm

FRIDAY, MARCH 3
4  organization  9:00–10:30
Ilona Zsolnay

“The Semantic Basis of Sumerian
Writing”
“The Obvious and the Hidden:
Advantages and Disadvantages of
Iconicity in the Early Mesopotamian
System”
“Writing To Be Seen: Expressive
Dimensions of Writing in Ancient
Egypt”

3  classifiers & classification  3:20–4:50

W

riting is typically viewed from the perspective of
speech — as a mode of communication that strives
to accurately and unambiguously capture the
spoken word in visible form. From this standpoint, however,
writing can only be but a pale reflection of speech as it fails
to express much of the information of the speech act —
intonation, gesture, and facial expression, for example, are not
generally notated in writing. Yet from a different perspective
— one more compelling but less commonly considered —
writing, by virtue of visibility, materiality, and permanence, is
capable of expressing meaning beyond speech. Color, size,
style, and format, for instance, are often recruited as vehicles
of meaning by writing systems of all kinds. Logographic
scripts, which employ word signs, not only make use of
these same means, but can also graphically express complex
semantic associations that are conditioned by culture and
worldview. Seen Not Heard explores the various ways in
which the earliest writing systems — Egyptian, Anatolian,
and Maya hieroglyphic systems, Mesopotamian cuneiform,
and Chinese writing — exploited visible language to express
meaning beyond the spoken word.

Holly Pittman
Piotr Michalowski

am

“Graphic Classification in the Uruk IV
and III Corpus”
“Iconicity, Syntax, and Semantics: A
Structural Investigation of Pictures in
an Early Writing Environment”
“The Semiotics of Form: Observations
on Shape and Layout of Early Cuneiform
Tablets”
BREAK (10:30–10:45 am )

responses  10:45–11:15 am

J erry C ooper

H aicheng W ang

discussion  11:15–11:45 am

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
For complete program details, contact Ilona Zsolnay:
izsolnay@uchicago.edu
Seminar website: oi.uchicago.edu/research/symposia/2017.html
The Oriental Institute is handicapped accessible.
Persons with disabilities who need assistance
should contact Ilona Zsolnay at (773) 702-7497.
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